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Yesterday, Sprint and HTC announced the HTC Evo 4G LTD, the latest in the EVO phone series from Sprint. While the device is largely non-exceptional it is simply a modified version of HTC One XL that is headed towards AT&T; there is one particular feature that stands out: HD voice. For the first time in several years, the voice call is improving. But
what is HD voice and what does it offer?HD voice is an umbrella term that refers to technologies that improve the quality of an audio call, or the audio portion of a video call. Depending on the call system used, HD voice may or may not be available. Most people commonly experience HD voice when using VoIP platforms as Skype on their computers.
However, most people do not consider Skype an HD voice platform because © It's not a phone system. With the switch to mainly digital cellular/satellite communications, instead of the traditional terrestrial switching telephone network, the HD voice has become possible for telephony. Even better, governments around the world are thinking of
replacing traditional off-line telephone networks (POTS) with switched-on VoIP networks. For mobile networks (and possibly mobile/satellite hybrids), the HD voice has been developing since 2000. Over the last two years, HD item specifications on CDMA2000, GSM, HSPA+eLTE have been finalised. However, this year is the year in which device
makers are finally offered chipset modem (by those like Qualcomm) that have full support for HD voice. HD voice on CDMA2000 requires updating the 1X vector to 1X Advanced. This new network infrastructure improves the capacity and range of a given cell to up to 70%, but more importantly it extends channel 1X to about giving more than enough
space to support a new quality audio codec. EVRC-NW EVRC-NW Code at variable rate (narrow/wideband) codec for CDMA2000 systems is a redesigned code that can scale from the dimensions of the currently supported narrow band channels in CDMA2000 to new dimensions of the broadband channels provided in CDMA2000 1X Advanced. In
addition, you need a multi-microphone noise cancellation system to fully exploit the codec. The new codec allows you to correctly encode the audio in the 50Hz-4KHz range at a 16KHz sampling speed, instead of half that for the older single-band codec. In addition, the broadband codec actually goes on 7KHz instead of 4KHz, offering slightly better
audio recording capabilities. On the GSM side of things (which includes 2G GSM, HSPA+, and LTE), the HD voice is largely an upgrade of the central network. The audio channel for base stations needs to be expanded to make room for the AMR-WB codec (Multi-Rate adaptive Wieband). AMR-WB and EVRC-NW offer largely the same advantages and
requirements. However, HD voice updating is easier on the GSM side, as massive upgrades of the equipment at the base/tower station are not required. There are restrictions on HD vocal implementations currently available, however. It seems that the CDMA2000 and the variants of the GSM family of the HD item are not interoperable for the near
future, so the GSM calls the CDMA phones and vice versa will yield to the narrow band codecs that the current interoperability system supports. For CDMA2000 networks, every call participant must be connected to a mobile site that supports CDMA2000 1X Advanced and every device connected to 1X Advanced cells must have a chip that supports
1X Advanced and the new codec (otherwise it falls into 1X and the old codec). For GSM networks, all phones that the call must support AMR-WB codec.In LTE, the HD voice is actually integrated into the VoLTE standard, because VoLTE uses AMR-WB. Until when the device supports AMR-WB, so the HD entry is possible. The only thing that remains is
for the network operator to enable the HD voice on the network. For cable networks (standard telephony), the HD voice is not yet available. All currently available cable telephony services (including those based on VoIP such as Vonage) use narrow band voice code, so there is no HD voice capacity. While SIP supports it (and is the basis for VoLTE HD
vocal support), most wired networks limit bandwidth to 12Kbps to prevent too much data passing through. Therefore, it is not possible to use high quality voice codec. Currently, there are no networks in the United States that offer HD voice. The U.S. T-Mobile Network is technically able to do this, because © the new WiFi Calling function uses the
same technology as VoLTE. However, at the moment it is not enabled; will be enabled when T-Mobile distributes LTE. Sprint has stated that it will allow it with the upgrade to CDMA2000 1X Advanced, but it will probably be useless until the end of 2013. It will also support the HD voice via VOTE next year. No other CDMA support will offer HD voice
via CDMA2000 1X Advanced. Verizon Wireless and AT&T will have support for the technology with the VoLTE implementation, but only Verizon Wireless has announced plans to offer support for the HD voice on LTE. Sprint can fuck up the functionality as much as he wants, but the HD voice will remain a useless feature that almost no one can
experience until the end of 2013 as soon as possible. And even then, almost all subscribers will experience HD voice via LTE, not CDMA2000 1X Advanced. If you want to experience HD, try using a computer-based VoIP solution for now. High definition cameras (HD) are a natural measure of the number of HDTV in our living rooms. Prices on HD
video cameras continue to go down, while moreover video cameras are expanding the HD HD number that they bring. Below is a short guide on HD cameras, with the difference between standard quality and high definition cameras, video resolutions supported by cameras, and more. Much like televisions, the difference between standard definition
and high definition camcorders is the video resolution. The video you see on your TV or computer screen is made up of hundreds of different lines. Standard definition video has 480 horizontal lines of resolution while high definition video can have up to 1,080. The more lines of resolution you have, the sharper your video will be. Three main HD video
resolutions are available: 1080p, 1080i and 720p. Most HD cameras on the market record either with 720p or 1080i resolution. The main difference between the three is the way they record the video. The “pa” at the end of 1080p and 720p stands for “progressive scan”. The “i” following 1080i stands for interlaced. Interlaced video: Typical standard
definition video is interlaced video, such as 1080i. In the interlaced video, the camera will record every other line of resolution. Start by showing lines one, three, and five and then follow with lines two, four, and six. Progressive scan video: Progressive scan video records every line of video in order without skipping any lines. It would start with line
one and extend all the way to line 1080. Progressive scan video usually looks better than its interlaced counterpart when it comes to fast-motion video (as with sports). Full HD is a marketing term that refers to cameras recording in 1920x1080 resolution. In general, you’ll get sharper video from cameras recording at this resolution compared to a
720p model. AVCHD (Advanced Video Codec High Definition) refers to a High definition video used by Sony, Panasonic and Canon, among others. It's a way to compress and save save Definition of video on digital storage media such as hard drives, and flash memory cards. HD camcorders are available in all shapes, sizes and price points from all
major video camera manufacturers. You can find cheap, low-cost models for under $200 and full-flated, advanced cambriders for $1,500, and everything in between. In fact, many smartphones today are recording at 1080p. This eliminates the need to have a dedicated camera too, especially if you don’t need to record videos for anything other than
this or that event, or for fun. Currently, there are consumer high definition camcorders available that record video on MiniDV tapes, mini-DVDs, hard drives, flash memory and Blu-ray discs. Although the high quality video is definitely an advantage, it also presents some challenges. The biggest one is where to keep it. HD video files are much larger
than standard definition video files. This means that your camcorder media (SDHC card, 160; HDD, tape, DVD and other memory formats) will fill up faster with an HD camcorder. Since youâÂ are dealing with larger video file sizes, HD video will also put higher demands on your computer. Some older systems with lower processing power won’t be
able to display HD video. Others will reply, but slowly and with a lot of frustrating pauses. Thank you for telling us! Tell us why! Perch!
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